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RECALCITRANT CASE BACKLOGS
As of April 1, 2014, the Immigration Court backlog stood at 366,758.i This is a more than 117% increase
since 2006. ii

LENGTHY DELAYS
The average number of days a case was pending on the Immigration Court docket until decision was 578
days as of April 1, 2014.iii

SURGING JUVENILE CASELOAD ON THE HORIZON
An unprecedented influx of unaccompanied minors at our nation’s southwest border has been labeled a
humanitarian crisis, prompting the President to establish an interagency unified coordination group and
the Senate to nearly double the available funding for care and resettlement of child migrants.iv It is
inevitable that this influx has and will continue to result in dramatic increases in the dockets of the
Immigration Courts.

FAILURE TO MEET PREDICTABLE STAFFING NEEDS IN A TIMELY FASHION
Following a comprehensive review of the Immigration Courts by Attorney General Gonzales in 2006, it
was found that a judge corps of 230 Immigration Judges was inadequate for the caseload at that time of
approximately 168,853 pending cases.v Despite this finding, the pledge to augment the judge corps,
and the increase in caseloads since then, there are only 230 active field Immigration Judges at present.vi

To make matters much worse, half of all Immigration Judges are eligible to retire by the end of 2014.vii

FAILURE TO PROVIDE ESSENTIAL TOOLS FOR ADJUDICATIONS
Despite express congressional authorization of contempt power for Immigration Judges in 1996, the
Department of Justice still has not promulgated implementing regulations. Without authority to impose
civil monetary sanctions for attorney misconduct, Immigration Judges lack an important tool in
controlling court proceedings over which they preside.



DEEPENING DISCONNECT IN FUNDING BETWEEN DHS AND THE IMMIGRATION COURTS
In the past decade, budgets for components in the Department of Homeland Security (Customs and
Border Patrol and Immigration and Customs Enforcement) rose approximately 300% compared to 70%
for the Executive Office of Immigration Review.viii

CHRONIC SCARCITY OF RESOURCES CRIPPLES DAILY OPERATIONS OF THE COURT
A catastrophic hardware failure on April 12, 2014 took the docketing system off-line for five weeks,
impacting the public hotline, digital audio recording and access to the electronic docketing database.ix

We fear occurrences like this are just the tip of the iceberg as our chronically resource-starved system
continues to face the unprecedented challenges of aging technology, surging caseloads and potential
retirements.x

JUDGES PUSHED TO THE BRINK
More than five years ago, Immigration Judges reported stress and burnout at higher levels than prison
wardens or doctors at busy hospitals.xi After continuing to struggle in an environment of decreased
resources and skyrocketing caseloads for so long, morale is at an all-time low and stress at an all-time
high. An unprecedented number of retirements is looming.

SOLUTION

While additional resources are clearly needed, it would be foolhardy indeed to direct appropriated
funds to a dysfunctional system without addressing the clear need for reform. Since the 1981 Select
Commission on Immigration, the idea of creating an Article I court, similar to the U.S. Tax Court, has
been advanced.xii In the intervening years, a strong consensus has formed supporting this structural
change. xiii For years experts debated the wisdom of far-reaching restructuring of the Immigration Court
system. Now “[m]ost immigration judges and attorneys agree the long term solution to the problem is
to restructure the immigration court system....” xiv

The time has come to stop putting off structural reform of the Immigration Courts. It is apparent that
until far-reaching changes are made, the problems which have plagued our tribunals for decades will
persist. For years NAIJ has advocated establishment of an Article I court. We now urge that the logical
first step be taken: a Government Accountability Office study. This would provide concrete answers to a
myriad of questions regarding the most effective road to a truly independent Immigration Court. The
need for this study, and suggested questions to be addressed, are discussed in the NAIJ’s March 2014
issue paper, GAO STUDY NEEDED. Please act now on this urgent priority for the Immigration Courts
and stop the cycle of overlooking this important component of the immigration enforcement system.

For additional information, please contact:

Dana Leigh Marks, President
National Association of Immigration Judges
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